ATM is a potential next generation technology for applications needing high speed local communications such as ground based military communications networks and intraplatform communications in such environments as in ships and planes. This paper examines a Starlite-like switching architecture for ATM applications. The switching architecture consists primarily of a Batcher sorting network and a Banyan switching network. A performance evaluation of the architecture, based on both analysis and simulation is carried out. A discrete time queueing analysis is utilized due to the slotted nature of the system. Cells (packets) that are unable to make it through the system due to contention for resources are queued in a central buffer and then recirculated back. Performance measures such as mean queue length and cell loss probability are presented.
Introduction
ATM technology is a potential choice for certain types of military communications for a number of reasons. One is its ability to deliver high speed multimedia services over a single optical based network. A second reason is that the star type topology typical of ATM hubs has advantages in terms of reliability, security and wiring. Potentially, ATM technology could be used for terrestrial military networks. ATM based local or metropolitan area networks could also be used on platforms requiring large amounts of internal communications such as ships or planes.
A typical switching fabric consists of switching elements that are connected by a multi-stage interconnection network (MIN). This paper explores a modular switching architecture that exhibits some of the desirable properties of switching fabrics. For example, low or zero cell blocking probability, logical channel contention resolution and an efficient routing scheme for cells. Contention occurs when two or more cells attempt to use a single resource. The resource may be an output link or an internal link of the MIN. One solution to this problem is the use of buffers at switching elements and at the outputs/inputs. An alternative scheme is investigated that avoids any contention for an internal link by using a switching architecture that is internally non-blocking. There are two main methods of implementing this. One method is to provide redundant paths [8]. Another method is to preprocess the cells so that potentially conflicting cells will not be permitted into the switching fabric. These cells can attempt to get into the switching fabric at a latter time slot.
An example of the latter method is the Batcher-Banyan network called Starlite [6] . Section two describes the switching architecture of Batcher-Banyan based switching fabrics. The analytical model and performance analysis are described in section three followed by the numerical analysis in section four.
Bat cher-Banyan switching architecture
This section describes a Batcher-Banyan based switching fabric that utilizes a central buffering scheme to resolve output contention. Output contention occurs when two or more cells are attempting to go to the same output during the same time slot. The switching fabric allows one cell to go through and recirculates the other cells so that they can try to get through on a future slot. This paper considers 2'xY SW Banyan networks where each stage has N/2 switching elements, N is the size of the network and z = logzN. Banyan networks have a useful property in that they are self-routing. The destination address can be used by the switching elements to route cells to the correct output. They are comprised of switching elements that can either perform the straight-through or exchange connection. A destination address comprises of z binary bits allowing a total of 2" destinations. Let di be the ith digit of the destination address. Then at the ith switching element, the following rule applies: ing the cel I s through a Batcher network [l] . All input cells are arranged in ascending order and concentrated in a compact arrangement. Cells that are duplicated are marked except for one cell. This cell is allowed to move to the Banyan network while the rest are removed and placed in the buffer. This switching methodology was first proposed in the Starlite architecture [6] . The system has a Batcher Network, a purge network, a concentrator and a Banyan network (figure 1). All cells that are unsuccessful in traversing the system are returned into a buffer. The buffer has N virtual queues. Both finite and infinite length queues are examined. In this paper, a non-sharing scheme in the central buffer is used in which even if there is space in other 0-7803-0953-7/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE queues, once a queue reaches its maximum length, any other cells that attempt to join the queue are lost. In a complete sharing scheme, cells are not separated into queues but are stored in one common buffer [4] . Thus overflow only occurs when the entire buffer is full. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the switching fabric. The sorter is the Batcher network and it receives its input cells from the external inputs and the buffer. It sorts the cells according t o their destination addresses and moves them to the purge network.
Switching architecture description
The purge network examines all the cells that it receives during a slot and picks out all those with the same output address. It selects one of these either at random or according to a predetermined criterion. An example of a criterion c.ould be the oldest packet or a higher class priority. The selected cell is then marked. The concentrator will then arrange all the cells that have been marked in the ascending order of their output addresses. The remaining unsuccessful cells will then be moved into the recirculating buffer. Those with the same output address will go to the virtual queue in the buffer that stores all the cells that are going to that output.
Each queue in the buffer is implemented with a First In First Out (FIFO) queueing discipline. Only the cell at the head of the queue moves back to the Batcher network at the beginning of the slot. The reason for this is because there is no advantage in releasing more than one cell with the same output address back to the Batcher network since only one cell can get through per slot. Thus the two required c.onditions for non-blocking are satisfied.
Performance Evaluation
The analytkal model for the system is based on a discrete time queueing system. Each discrete time interval is called a slot and cells are assumed to arrive at the beginning of eac.h slot. Cklls arriving at the external inputs can be assumed to follow independent and identical Bernoulli distributions. In a single slot, let the probability of a new cell arriving at any input be p . Each cell has an equal chance of going to any of the N outputs. If the system has N external outputs and N external inputs, then the probability of any c.ell going t o a given output is 1 / N .
Consider a randomly selected output designated as the tagged output. Due to the independence assumption, the results for the tagged output apply t o any output. The probability of i cells arriving at the tagged output from the external inputs is where I is a random variable denoting the number of cells arriving at the tagged output from the external inputs. The following equation governs the tagged queue Qj which is the virtual queue storing the cells with the same output address as the tagged output:
where A . is the number of cells arriving in the tagged queue during the j t h slot. Qj-1 is a random variable denoting the number of cells in the queue at the end of the (j-1)th slot which is equivalent to the number of cells in the tagged queue a t the beginning of the j t h slot.
Aj has to be considered on the basis of whether the tagged queue was occupied or not during the previous slot. If the queue was occupied during the j-lth slot, then defining a l i as the probability of i arrivals during the j t h slot with 1 denoting the occ.upied queue:
There are actually N + l inputs contributing to the number of cells going to the tagged output. N of them are the external inputs where the probability of cell generation is p . The other is the input from the tagged queue that has a probability of cell generation that is 1 since the queue is occupied. Hence the fact that the queue has one cell guarantees that there is at least one cell going to the concentrator. Since the concern is with the number of cells going to the queue, only N inputs need to be considered.
If the queue is not previously occupied, then one has where the 0 in the subscript of aoi denotes the previously empty queue. There are two possible cases when i= 0. One is when there is only one cell and therefore no contention and thus it goes to the concentrator. The other case is that no cells are generated from the external inputs. If i > 1, the probability is modified by adding one to the index i, since one cell will exit through the concentrator. The state transition diagram for the queue is shown in figure 2 .
Thus the tagged queue can be modeled as an open queueing network as shown in figure 3 . Since the number of inputs are finite in a practical system, the number of packets going to the tagged output is correlated to the number of packets that can go to the remaining outputs. However, it was discovered through simulation that the effects of such correlation is negligible once the number of inputs is greater than four. This has also been reported in [2] . Since a practical system would have greater than four inputs, the assumption of independence among the outputs is not unrealistic. In the model, X is the rate at whkh cells enter the system from the external inputs that are bound for the tagged output and /3 represents the proportion of cells entering the buffer since only one cell can go on to the concentrator. The top queue represents the sorter and the purge network. The bottom queue is the buffer containing the virtual queues. 61 is the throughput of the upper queue and 62 is the throughput of the bottom queue. Then, through well-known results from standard queueing theory [9] , one obtains:
Let the number of cells that are present at the inputs at the beginning of a slot and are going to the tagged output be m. Now arbitrarily choose a cell, tag it and consider its progress in the system to obtain an expression for 1-p. The term 1-P can be written number of cells in the queue, n can range to infinity. Practically speaking though, n will be finite. The computation can stop once it reaches an infinitesimally small value. Balance equations can be obtained from the state transition diagram illustrated in figure 2 . These can be solved iteratively for the state probabilities where qi is the steady state probability of i cells in the tagged queue.
A Let qo = c, an arbitrary constant. We can now solve for the values of qi recursively and then renormalize the values obtained to account for the value of qo having been assumed arbitrarily. These equations are similar, but not identical to those obtained for output buffering obtained by Karol et a1 in [5] . In our model, the equations take into account that the cells in the queues are recirculated into the system thus leading to equations (3) and (4). In output queueing, the cells are not recirculated but are queued at the outputs.
For the finite length queue system, figure 4 is the state transition diagram for the case when the number of external inputs, N is less than or equal to the maximum possible queue length x. Figure 5 shows the case when the queue length is less than the number of inputs. From figure 4, A 1 -a i l a12 a02 a10 a10 a10
The equations are similar to that of the infinite case except that the recursion ends when the value for the maximum queue length is reached. Figure 5 gives the following equations:
Since the queue length is less than the number of inputs, N there are no contributions from states that are greater than the queue length apart. The use of finite length queues introduces the probability of loss. A cell is lost when it arrives in the buffer and find its queue to be fully occupied. Then we can obtain the following: 
Numerical results
Using the values of q, obtained, the number of inputs N and the probability of cell generation p, at each input, the probability of a packet getting through, 1-/? can be calculated and is presented together with simulation results in [3] . They show a very close agreement with each other. This is also true for all results obtained for the mean queue lengths and probability of cell loss. Figure 6 show the mean queue lengths for the analytical and simulation results for infinite queue lengths. The analytical results are obtained from the recursive solution of the steady state probabilities in (9). From this figure, it can be seen that the number of cells in the queue begins building up at load of ninety percent onwards giving a rough idea on what the upper bound on the maximum queue size would be. The analytical results obtained from equations P O ) and (11) are compared with the simulation results in gures 7 and 8 for various maximum queue lengths ranging from ten to forty and for N=16 and 256 respectively. Even at very heavy loads, the average queue lengths are at the most half of the maximum virtual queue length.
The percentage of cells dropped are shown in figures 9 and 10 for N=16 and 256 respectively. The results when the maximum queue size is thirty and forty are virtually identical indicating that the upper bound is reached. At low loads, the number of cells that are lost is low. At high loads, the percentage of packets dropped is rather high which indicates that such a buffer strategy is impractical for a system that is unable to tolerate losses like a computer system. In 4 , a recirculating complete sharing system is analyzed However, the model was an approximate model based on a N-fold convolution of M/D/l queues.
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